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Abstract - Stock price prediction has been the aim of stock investors since the beginning, which is 
important for the investors to make rational decisions about buying and selling stocks. Nowadays deep 
learning techniques and technical indicators are popular tools among researchers for predicting stock 
prices. Mainly researchers from the field of computer science, Statistics, and finance are actively 
involving in this research field. This research paper proposed a 3-way gated recurrent unit (3-GRU) 
architecture to forecast the next day’s close price. The model is a combination of component GRU 
networks, where each component GRU network predicts the next day’s close price using a different set of 
technical indicators. The proposed 3-GRU model was evaluated by comparing its performance with all 
component GRU networks. Its performance was also compared with the GRU network that combines 
different sets of the technical indicators into one feature vector uses it to predict the next day’s close price. 
From the experimental results, we observed that the 3-GRU network architecture is able to predict the 
next day’s close price with lower mean squared error and greater consistency than other models and 
hence concluded that it is the better approach for predicting next day’s stock price. 

Keywords: 3-Way Gated Recurrent Unit (3-GRU); Stock Price Prediction; Mean Average Convergence 
Divergence (MACD); Average Directional Index (ADX); Know Sure Things (KST). 

1. Introduction 

Stock price prediction is the act of determining the future trend of stock prices. It has been the aim of investors 
since the beginning as accurate forecasting of stock prices helps investors to make rational decisions about 
buying and selling stocks and reducing risks [1]. Two widely used approaches used by financial analysts to 
predict stock price movements are fundamental analysis and technical analysis [2].  The fundamental analysis 
combines economic analysis, industry analysis, and company analysis to determine the fair value of the stock 
price. On the other hand, technical analysis is the act of predicting the future direction of stock prices from the 
analysis of historical market data. Depending on the requirement, technical analysts may take different time 
frames such as daily, weekly, monthly etc. In addition, technical analysts use a variety of technical indicators [3, 
4]. 

It is very difficult for financial analysts to analyze the vast amount of noisy and non-stationary stock data 
and identify useful patterns from it [5]. Therefore, machine learning models became popular to predict future 
stock prices [6–8]. Traditional machine learning models are not capable of remembering the historical context 
but recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have this ability. Therefore, RNNs gained popularity over traditional 
machine learning models to predict stock prices [9]. Since RNNs suffer from vanishing/exploding gradient 
descent problem, LSTM and GRU networks became state-of-art models for stock price prediction [10–13]. 

There are many research works that used technical indicators for predicting stock trends [11, 14-23]. The 
selection of input features was varied greatly among the researches carried out to predict the stock market [24]. 
The number of input features used in the researches was ranged from one [10] to more than fifty [25]. On the 
other side, the type of input features used by the researchers was also largely diverse. Some researchers only 
used historical trading data like Open, High, Low, Close, and Volume whereas other researchers used the mix of 
historical trading data and technical indicators as input to the prediction model. Further, some researchers used 
historical trading data with fundamental analysis indicators and statistical data [24]. 
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Technical indicators are preferred tools for financial analysts to predict future movements of stocks. 
Primarily technical indicators are calculated from stock prices and volume of past trading data [2–4, 25]. 
Broadly technical indicators can be divided into five categories [26]: Trend Indicators, Momentum Indicators, 
Volume Indicators, Volatility Indicators, and Other Indicators. The major trend indicators used by technical 
analysts are average directional index (ADX), mean average convergence divergence (MACD), mass index 
(MI), moving Averages (MA), parabolic SAR, Trix, vortex indicator (VI), and know sure thing (KST) 
Oscillator. And the major momentum indicators are momentum, RSI, stochastic oscillator, and Williams %R 
[27–29]. 

Many researchers combine historical trading data and various technical indicators into one feature vector 
and use it as input to the stock price prediction model [30]. However, technical analysts use different technical 
indicators separately, combine the results of these analyses, and draw a final conclusion. Based on this 
observation, this research paper proposed a 3-Way Gated Recurrent Unit (3-GRU) network to estimate the next 
day's close price. The proposed model is a combination of three GRU networks that predicts next day’s close 
price using mean average convergence divergence (MACD), know Sure things (KST), and average directional 
index (ADX) technical indicators respectively. The detail of the proposed model is provided in the materials and 
methods section under the proposed model title. Hereafter, in this research paper, these component GRU 
networks are referred as GRU-MACD, GRU-KST, and GRU-ADX. The main objectives of this research work 
are threefold: (1) to analyze the performance of GRU-MACD, GRU-KST, and GRU-ADX in predicting next 
day’s close price (2) to analyze the performance of combining all three technical indicators into one feature 
vector and using it as input to the GRU network (hereafter this model is referred as GRU-ALL model) for 
predicting next day’s close price (3) to compare the performance of the proposed 3-GRU model with all 
component GRU networks and GRU-ALL model. 

2. Background 

This section briefly describes theories and models based on which 3-way gated recurrent unit (3-GRU) 
architecture was formulated.  

2.1. Mean Average Convergence Divergence (MACD) 

MACD is a widely used trend indicator among technical analysts. It is calculated using historical closing prices 
of stocks [29].  The MACD indicator is a combination of three time-series data: MACD series, MACD Signal, 
and MACD histogram. It is calculated using exponential moving averages (EMA’s) of different periods as given 
in Equation 1. 
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2.2. Average Directional Index (ADX) 

Average Directional Index (ADX) is also a trend and momentum indicator that signifies the strength of a stock 
price trend [28]. The indicator does not determine the direction of trend rather it only determines the strength of 
the current trend. ADX is derived using the two directional movement indicators: Positive directional indicator 
(+DI) and negative directional indicator (–DI). Positive directional indicator increases when movement is 
upward and negative directional indicator increases when movement is downward. ADX indicator is calculated 
using Equation 2. 
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2.3. Know Sure Thing (KST) Oscillator 

Know Sure Thing (KST) is also a type of trend and momentum oscillator. It is based on the Rate of Change 
(ROC) indicators. ROC is the momentum indicator that measures the change in percentage between the current 
stock price and the price of the N-period ago. KST oscillator combines ROC of four different periods and 
combines them into a single momentum indicator [27]. It is useful for identifying major stock market cycles.  
This means it is useful for determining primary swings of the stock market cycle [31]. KST indicator is 
calculated using Equation 3. 

 xofSMA  periodp  is SMAp(x) Where,
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2.4. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 

Long short-term memory (LSTM) and GRU networks are recurrent neural networks (RNN) that do not suffer 
from vanishing/exploding gradient descent problem associated with simple RNN’s. GRU is similar to LSTM 
network but its structure is simple [12]. It uses only two gates and fewer parameters than LSTM. Therefore, 
GRU networks can be trained faster than LSTM networks. Besides, GRU networks can generalize with fewer 
data. LSTM networks have higher expressive power than GRU networks and therefore results in better 
performance when working with vast amounts of data. However, when working with a moderate volume of 
data, the GRU network gives better performance than the LSTM network [32]. The mathematical formulation of 
the GRU network is given in Equation 4 and GRU architecture is given in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1. Architecture of GRU 
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3. Materials and Methods 

This section describes the proposed model, stock data, data pre-processing, data preparation, and configuration 
of GRU networks used in this research work. 

3.1. Proposed Model 

This research paper proposed a 3-way gated recurrent unit (3-GRU) network architecture to predict the next 
day’s close price. This architecture is a combination of three GRU networks. Component GRU networks of the 
3-GRU model predict next day’s close price using MACD, KST, and ADX technical indicators.  The proposed 
architecture was inspired by the practices used by technical analysts for stock market forecasting. Technical 
analysts use each set of technical indicators separately to forecast stock trends and finally combine ideas from 
these forecasts to make the final prediction. They do not mix-up different technical indicators in an analysis to 
predict stock price trends. Architecture of the proposed 3-GRU model is shown in Figure 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Architecture of the Proposed 3-GRU Model 

3.2. Stock Trading Data 

The input data used in this research work was historical trading data from the Nepal Stock Exchange (NEPSE), 
the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE), the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE), and the New York Stock Exchange 
(NYSE). Three companies were selected randomly from each of the above stock exchanges. The data of BSE 
stocks was downloaded from BSE India [33]. The downloaded data was daily data from 1st January 2000 to 
12th June 2020. The three BSE stocks experimented in this research work were Asian Paints, Kotak Bank, and 
Shirpur Gold Refinery. The data of NEPSE stocks was collected from Nepal Stock Exchange [34]. The data was 
daily data from 15th April 2010 to 12th June 2020. The three NEPSE stocks experimented in this research work 
were Nepal Investment bank (NIB), Standard Chartered Bank (SCB), and Chilime Hydropower (CHCL). 
Likewise, the data of SSE and NYSE stocks was downloaded from Yahoo Finance [35]. The data of SSE and 
NYSE stock was daily data from 1st January 2000 to 12th June 2020. The three SSE stocks experimented in this 
research work were Datang Telecom Technology (DTT), Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine (JHM), and China 
Merchants Bank (CMB). And the three NYSE stocks experimented in this research work were Marathon Oil 
(MRO), Boeing Company (BA), and Bank of New York Mellon Corporation (BK). 

3.3. Data Preprocessing 

The downloaded data was first arranged in the order of oldest to newest date and technical indicators MACD, 
ADX, and KST were calculated. Then, all stock data except the technical indicators and the close price was 
dropped from the dataset and the target attribute “Next day’s Close Price” was generated. The target feature was 
just close price shifted back by one position.  Finally, the input features were normalized using standard scalar. 

3.4. Data Preparation 

The train/validation/test split was done at 8:1:1 ratio. The aim of this study was to predict the close price for day 
t+1 using input features from (t-N+1)th to tth day, where t is the current trading day. Therefore the input data 
used in this research work was a combination of N independent variables dt-N+1….dt-1,dt and a dependent 
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variable ct+1, where di is a tuple representing close price and technical indicators and ct+1 denotes close price of 
the day t+1. Here, )ms,ms,m,(cd iiiii  for the GRU-MACD network, )a,n,p,(cd iiiii   for the GRU-ADX 

network, and )kh,ks,k,(cd iiiii  for the GRU-KST network, where mi is MACD, msi is MACD signal, mhi is 

MACD histogram, pi is +DMI, ni is –DMI, ai is ADX, ki is KST, ksi is KST signal, and khi is KST histogram. 

3.5. Model Configuration 

Configuration of all component GRU networks used in this research work was 4 x 128 x 128 x 1 and the 
configuration of GRU-ALL network was 10 x 256 x 256 x 1. Each hidden layer of the networks was followed 
by a dropout layer. Hyperbolic tangent activation function was used in the hidden layers and linear activation 
function was used in the output layer of all GRU network. In addition, Adam optimizer was used in all GRU 
networks. The dimension of input to all component GRU networks was (L, N, 4) and the dimension of input to 
the GRU-ALL model was (L, N, 10), where L is the length of the dataset, N is the window size and the last 
number is the number of input features. Window size 5 was used in all models as suggested by Saud and Shakya 
[36].  

4. Results and Discussion 

In this research work, ten experiments were conducted to determine the mean squared error (MSE) for all GRU 
network. Further, the standard deviation of mean squared errors obtained from each model was calculated. This 
section presents comparison among these matrices. 

Table 1. Experimental result of NEPSE stocks 

 Stock Symbol GRU-MACD GRU-KST GRU-ADX 3-GRU GRU-ALL 

Average 
MSE 

NIB 64.10 66.04 73.94 61.14 74.14 

SCB 267.34 262.49 274.09 256.95 264.17 

CHCL 142.84 144.42 147.11 132.05 147.87 

Standard 
Deviation 

NIB 5.32 4.53 6.51 3.70 7.2 

SCB 10.18 18.05 19.65 7.74 8.55 

CHCL 18.72 14.32 4.43 3.11 20.05 

Table 2. Experimental result of BSE stocks 

 Stock Symbol GRU-MACD GRU-KST GRU-ADX 3-GRU GRU-ALL 

Average 
MSE 

Asian 1147.20 1061.15 1156.21 1074.30 1122.08 

Kotak 471.21 457.09 466.30 434.76 464.28 

Shirpur 5.16 3.90 4.97 3.24 6.27 

Standard 
Deviation 

Asian 91.16 38.73 101.32 38.23 98.02 

Kotak 39.12 30.52 20.47 10.04 63.43 

Shirpur 1.38 0.87 1.25 0.40 0.96 

Table 3. Experimental result of SSE stocks 

 Stock Symbol GRU-MACD GRU-KST GRU-ADX 3-GRU GRU-ALL 

Average 
MSE 

DTT 0.191 0.182 0.188 0.176 0.196 

JHM 4.37 4.35 4.41 4.08 4.24 

CMB 0.383 0.407 0.423 0.387 0.391 

Standard 
Deviation 

DTT 0.016 0.011 0.011 0.003 0.015 

JHM 0.28 0.53 0.22 0.09 0.28 

CMB 0.014 0.020 0.015 0.004 0.015 
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Table 4. Experimental result of NYSE stocks 

 Stock Symbol GRU-MACD GRU-KST GRU-ADX 3-GRU GRU-ALL 

Average 
MSE 

MRO 0.257 0.247 0.273 0.243 0.290 

BA 103.42 109.86 112.18 102.07 111.04 

BK 0.946 0.906 0.941 0.900 1.018 

Standard 
Deviation 

MRO 0.033 0.017 0.044 0.016 0.032 

BA 5.61 19.06 17.78 7.59 10.53 

BK 0.043 0.035 0.037 0.020 0.087 

 
The experimental results obtained from the NEPSE, BSE, SSE, and NYSE stocks are presented in Table 1 to 

Table 4 respectively. From the results, we observed that 3-GRU model predicted the next day’s close price with 
the lowest average MSE for the stocks NIB, SCB, CHCL, Kotak, Shirpur, DTT, JHM, MRO, BA, and BK. The 
model achieved the specified prediction with the lowest standard deviation for the stocks NIB, SCB, CHCL, 
Asian, Kotak, Shirpur, DTT, JHM, CMB, MRO, and BK. Besides, the GRU-KST and GRU-MACD models are 
able to predict next day’s close price with the lowest MSE for the stocks Asian and CMB respectively. And the 
GRU-MACD model achieved the lowest standard deviation for the stock BA. 

On the other side, GRU-ALL model predicted the next day’s close price with the highest average MSE for 
the stocks NIB, CHCL, Shirpur, DTT, MRO, and BK. GRU-ADX model predicted the next day’s close price 
with the highest average MSE for the stocks SCB, Asian, Kotak, JHM, CMB, and BA. Further, the GRU-ALL 
model predicted the specified next day’s close price with the highest standard deviation for the stocks NIB, 
CHCL, Kotak, and BK. The GRU-ADX model predicted the specified next day’s close price with the highest 
standard deviation for the stocks SCB, Asian, and MRO. The GRU-MACD model achieved the highest standard 
deviation for the stocks Shirpur and DTT. And the GRU-KST model achieved the highest standard deviation for 
the stocks JHM, CMB, and BA. 

In summary, 3-GRU model was able to predict next day’s close price with the lowest average MSE and 
lowest standard deviation for most of the stocks from all stock exchanges considered in the research work. At 
the same time, GRU-ALL model predicted the next day’s close price with the highest average MSE and 
standard deviation for majority stocks. In the case of component GRU networks, GRU-ADX model performed 
worse than GRU-KST and GRU-MACD model whereas GRU-KST model performed better. 

5. Conclusion 

Many researchers from the field of computer science, statistics, and finance are involving in stock price 
forecasting research. Technical indicators are widely used by the researchers for predicting stock prices. This 
research paper proposed a 3-GRU model to predict the next day’s close price and compared its performance 
with GRU-MACD, GRU-KST, GRU-ADX, and GRU-ALL models. All models were evaluated in terms of 
average MSE and standard deviation of MSE’s achieved from predicting the next day’s close price. 

From the experimental results of 12 stocks, we observed that 3-GRU model is able to predict next day’s 
close price with the lowest average MSE for 10 stocks. The model achieved this prediction with the lowest 
standard deviation for 11 stocks. On the other hand, both GRU-ALL and GRU-ADX models achieved the 
highest average MSE for 6 stocks. In addition, GRU-ALL, GRU-ADX, GRU-MACD, and GRU-KST model 
predicted the next day’s stock price with the highest standard deviation for four, three, two, and three stocks 
respectively. From this observation we concluded following three facts: (1) GRU-ADX is inefficient than GRU-
MACD and GRU-KST models and hence we concluded that ADX indicator is least suitable among other 
indicators for predicting next day’s close price (2) GRU-ALL model is most inefficient among all 5 models and 
hence we concluded that combining different technical indicators into one feature vector and using it as input to 
stock price prediction model is not a good idea (3) 3-GRU model is the most efficient model among all other 
models and hence we concluded that it is the better model for predicting next day’s close price. 
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